
Cooperation between NASA and 

BEMER :: 

 

This is a high degree of recognition and underlines BEMER technology’s widespread acceptance: As part of 

a research and development project, NASA has chosen BEMER as a cooperation partner for the 

development of new space suits at the Johnson Space Center in Houston. This joint venture paves the way 

for the integration of BEMER technology into manned space flight. 

- See more at: http://www.bemeramerica.com/bemerGroup/service/news/news-detail/d/cooperation-

between-nasa-and-bemer-

1/2014/21/02/4dfb4dca92da4ea3531cee02dd258c17/#sthash.Y1n6kqpP.dpuf 

BEMER and Your Health 

by Malaika Namara 

NASA and BEMER ~ A Match Made In Space 

There is a high degree of recognition and validation that underlies BEMER’s technology. As part of a 

research and development project, NASA has chosen BEMER as a cooperative partner for the 

development of new space suits at the Johnson Space Center in Houston. This joint venture is very 

exciting and it paves the way for the integration of BEMER technology into manned space flight. 
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BEMER Technology Amazes! 

Relaxation is one aspect of the BEMER technology. You just lie on the mat for 8 minutes and experience 

benefits from the BEMER. There are coils inside the mat that generate a field or signal that resembles the 

field of the earth. This signal activates many functions in the body that are critical to our health and well-

being. Some of the benefits of the BEMER include: approximately 30% increase in oxygen, blood flow 

and microcirculation. This is a very significant boost and it is verified by research. 

Microcirculation: The Focus of Research 

Dr. Rainer Klopp is Head of the Berlin Institute for Microcirculation and one of the 

leading figures in this relatively new area of medical research. His new reference book provides readers 

with an overview of the entire subject of microcirculation. Dr. Klopp has received multiple scientific 

awards. Numerous tables, graphics and examination findings illustrate the topic. The reader is a witness 

to the microcirculatory phenomena never before documented in this manner. 

Dr. Klopp is a scientist who is not only able to explain the theory relating to this area of expertise, but 

also someone who has been “in the thick of it” for decades. He is a passionate researcher who 

communicates his scientific findings. He critically questions the current level of awareness as it relates 

to microcirculation. This is a subject that is very compelling and needs to be understood. 

Microcirculation is one of the most critical and important functions of the body. We need to have 

microcirculation working for us to have optimal health and well-being. Dr. Klopp has endorsed the 

BEMER as the very best for supporting and efficiently carrying out the important function of 

microcirculation on a daily basis. 

BEMER Research & More on Microcirculation: The BEMER company is very strongly involved in 

researching their technology. This has played a very important role in the development of the BEMER 

technology. Scientific proof is very important to this company and they continue to improve their 

product, creating more benefits from use of the BEMER. 



Numerous double-blind trials have proven that BEMER is effective. An example is in the area of wound 

healing which shows increased performance and regeneration with daily use of the BEMER. They study 

and research in their endeavors to understand all the mechanisms that come into play here. Based on 

their commitment to research, they have been able to develop a multi-dimensional signal structure that 

activates the body on multiple levels. So far, no undesired side effects have been apparent. 

BEMER can improve restricted circulation. This supports the body’s own 

self-healing and regeneration processes. Circulation is the body’s supply system and 75% of it is in the 

smallest blood vessels where microcirculation takes place. This is an area where the blood cells supply 

the tissue and organs with nutrients and oxygen, while taking waste products out of the body for 

disposal. These functions are critical to the health of the body! 

Sports: BEMER boosts peak performance from athletes, whether amateurs or professional. The BEMER 

therapy increases performance capacity by supporting the metabolism. BEMER reduces the risk of 

sports injuries, improves responsiveness and enables faster regeneration. 
 


